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Purpose & Policy
The purpose of this Journal is to promote the Martial
teachings of the late Daniel K. Pai (白尼丹,白天龍),
Grandmaster of the Pai Family Martial Arts (白家拳).
These methods are known by various names including :
Pai-Lum Kung-Fu, Pai Family Kung-Fu, Chinese Kempo,
White Dragon Fist (Pai-Lung Ch’uan, Bok-Loong Kuen, 白
龍拳), White Lotus Style (Pai-Lien P’ai, Bok-Leen Pai, 白
蓮派), Pai-Lum T’ai-Chi, Pai Family T’ai-Chi Ch’uan (白
家太極拳).
We will do this by printing qualitative information about
Martial Arts in general and Pai Family Martial Arts in
particular.
We will refrain from using titles, such as Master and
Shih-Fu (Si-fu) in this newsletter with the exception of certain
historic figures. (The title “Grandmaster” will only be used
when referring to Daniel K. Pai.) These terms will not be
used in association with any living person. Each school
has their own separate definition of these terms and
criteria for using these titles. In order to remain impartial
and show equal respect to all schools, instructors and
students, we felt that omitting titles from everyone’s
name is the best policy. We mean no disrespect to
any of our contributors or their teachers.
Chinese terminology used in this newsletter will be
primarily Mandarin. Wade-Giles romanization will be used
for: proper names, names of systems, names of forms,
historical names, geographical locations and key phrases.
Yale romanization will be used for technical terms (such
as stance names) or other terms which may be used
in class situations as this system of romanization is
easier to pronounce. Pinyin romanization, or Cantonese
terminology will be used when it is more recognizable, or
is requested by the author.

Disclaimer
Please note that the authors and publisher of this
newsletter/journal are NOT RESPONSIBLE in any manner
whatsoever for any injury that may result from practicing the
techniques and/or following any instructions given within.
Since the physical activities described herein may be too
strenuous in nature for some readers to engage in safely, it
is essential that a physician be consulted prior to training.
The ideas and opinions expressed in this Journal are
those of the author and not necessarily the views of the
publisher.
We solicit comments, opinions and/or suggestions.
Reply to bill@paichia.com.
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Foreword:
Introduction
Hello everyone. My name is William (Bill) Luciano, I am a 3rd generation instructor in Pai
Family Martial Arts; I am the instructor for the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Kung-Fu Club, I
teach a weekly T’ai-Chi Ch’uan Class and private lessons out of my home. Over the past eight
years I have taught at a number of events and festivals with instructors and teachers of many
different arts. I have met exceptional martial artists. Some of these people have become good
friends and have inspired me to do more to promote Pai Family Martial Arts. I have done my
best to represent Pai-Lum in a professional manner by exposing others to the core principles of
our art to a very positive response.

New Martial Arts Journal

In years past I have published a newsletter called Pai Family News as well as a Facebook page honoring Grandmaster
Daniel K. Pai (in the near future all of the past newsletters will be available in .pdf format online). The intent behind these publications has been (and still is) to create and support a neutral environment where martial artists, affiliated with any branch of
the Pai Family, can share ideas and communicate events that were happening in the various schools.
The new version of this newsletter is the “Pai Family Martial Arts Journal” and will be published twice a year by me, William
Luciano, and the Pai Family Martial Training Association (Pai-Chia Wu-Kung Hui). We will produce this journal in pdf. format.
Because we believe this endeavor will need input and assistance from more than one person, we will be asking a few people
to become part of the process of putting this Journal together.
As Pai Family martial artists, we are all representatives of this art, so it is our responsibility to make sure that we embody
the spirit of the Pai-Lum codes. We will be encouraging various instructors to participate and we will be soliciting articles and
information from everyone who is willing to share. Because we want this to be a tool for furthering your understanding of all
aspects of our art(s), we will have a clear cut criteria and high standards for submitting articles. These articles can be about
Pai-Lum or any other art that will help to expand our knowledge base. Articles could be on technique, history, Chinese or
Japanese terminology, self-defense, health, meditation, and specific meanings of things (terminology/names of techniques,
etc.) or any other thing that might further one’s understanding of what we do.

My Martial Background

I have had three primary teachers in Pai-Lum (Richard Macey, Marcia Pickands and David L. Smith), and have had the good
fortune to also train under our Grandmaster, Daniel K. Pai (in seminars and class situations) and a number of my Kung-Fu
uncles (Thomas D. St.Charles, John Weninger, Phil Hunter, Steve Mathews and Robert Skaling). There are also Kung-Fu
brothers and many cousins that I have trained along side of in numerous classes and seminars. These people, and a number of others, who I have not trained with but have communicated with over the years, are where my knowledge of Pai-Lum
comes from.
I am also an instructor in South Shao-Lin 18 Bronze-Man Method, and have varying experience and understanding in other
arts such as Hsing-I Ch’uan, Pa-Kua Chang, T’ai-Chi Ch’uan, White Crane (Fukien and Tibetan), Hop-Ga, Southern Lohan,
Tao-Ga, Northern Longfist , Southern Shao-lin, Hung-Ga, Okinawan Kempo, Japanese Karate, Sikaran, Kenjutsu, Kobudo
and Kosho-Ryu Kenpo. Some of the people who I have trained with in (classes and seminars) these arts are David L. Smith,
Kwan Sai-Hung, Steven Nacua, Yang Jwing-Ming, Liang Shou-Yu, Vince Ward, Patrick Hodges, George Chartier, Frank Yee
and Bruce Juchnik. (note: I am not a personal student of any of the teachers listed above except David L. Smith. I do however credit them with a major influence on my understanding of these arts.) Not to mention the large number of senior level
practitioners I have been able to converse with and have answered questions about everything from technique to specific
histories and traditions.
The reason for explaining my martial background is so that you may understand what my opinions about martial arts are
based upon. It is all about the art!

Where we come from....

Grandmaster Daniel K. Pai taught his art from the 1950’s until his passing in 1993 to individuals with varying degrees of martial expertise over a large geographic area – the result? No two individuals learned the same exact thing. In fact his specialty
(continued on page 19)
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ing were sprinkled throughout the

Happenings....

evening: more than enough food,
spirited punch, a piñata for the kids
on which to practice their staff skills,

Daytona Beach
Chinese New Year
Celebration
By Robin R. King

and the newest tradition of Name
That Form; winners walked away with
straight swords. The participants
and audience of the event extend

Daytona Beach Pai-Lum celebrated
its 16th annual Chinese New Year celebration on February 4, 2011; bringing
in the year of the Rabbit.

John Riddick breaking a board over Matt Staley’s
head during a demonstration of Yun-Ch’i
(Vital Breath form, Tensho).
The Lion Dance kicked off the event.
After the Lion was fed and teased by
the audience, a demonstration of the
forms of Pai-Lum including Combat
form, Flamingo, Dragon Dance and
1,000 Steps was performed followed
by an exemplary variety of T’ai-Chi
Ch’uan and Chi Kung forms/exercises.

Matt Staley and Rob Zeigenfus performing
Southern style Lion Dance.
The evening was filled with skilfull
demonstrations, laughter, remembrance and tradition.

Steve Mathews demonstrating
“Mighty Wings of the Eagle”.

John Riddick’s Student, Matt Staley,

their gratitude to John Riddick for his

demonstrated the training routine

continued leadership & dedication to

“Yun-Ch’i “ (Vital Breath, Tensho) .

providing a memorable event, and to

Splinters flew and rebar was bent on

Jo Anne Staley for just about every-

Matt’s body as he performed the set.

thing connected with this event and its
continued level of excellence.

A remembrance of Cosmo Rusch was
headed up by Stevie Matthews demonstrating Mighty Wings of the Eagle
and followed
by a celebration of Cosmo’s
strength and
spirit.
Traditional
signatures
of Daytona
Beach’s New

Daytona students and Instructors demonstrating T’ai-Chi Ch’uan.
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Year’s gather-

Orlando students demonstrating
“combat form”.
www.paichia.com

Twenty Second Annual
Kick For Cancer
By Vinnie Baiochetti

tia and Michigan; we raised over

Sunday ended our Family week-

$10,000.00 for our local hospice

end with a well attended self

programs.

defense seminar taught by Georganne Verigan. At noon time,

On April 9, 2011, Ms. Georganne

our Family parted ways to return

Verigan, inheritor of Bill Gregory’s

together in August for our annual

Kajukenpo Pai Lum system, the

week-long Family Gathering held

Kajukenpo Pai Lum Family and

at Camp Fatima in Gilmanton,

White Dragon Martial Arts of New

New Hampshire where everyone is

Hampshire sponsored the 22nd

welcome.

Annual Kick for Cancer Charity
martial arts tournament in Gilman-

A Kajukenpo Pai Lum practitioner competing in
Kata/Form competition.

ton, New Hampshire.

Since Ms. Verigan started this
tournament back in 1990, martial

Dragons
we Recently lost
Our condolences to the
Families of those we lost...

artists, friends and their families
have raised more than $90,000.00
to help those less fortunate.

David A. Lamica
5/27/57 - 9/17/2010

We had over 300 competitors in
Vinnie Baiochetti refereeing a finals match between
Kajukenpo Pai Lum members.
This is the longest, continually run
charity martial arts tournament in
the State of New Hampshire and
with the help of our fellow martial
artists from all different styles from
all over New England, Nova Sco-

our kata, sparring and weapons

James “Jimmy” Wilson

categories which made this the

4/26/1961 - 11/27/2010

best attended tournament to date.
Following the tournament, our
Pai-Lum Family had our traditional

11/07/1950 - 12/14/2010

lasagna dinner where we got to
relax, laugh and enjoy each other’s
company.

Kajukenpo Pai Lum practitioners

Pai Family Martial Arts Journal
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(Happenings continued on page 18)

pose for a group photo
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Fundamentals:

Hand Shapes - Fist 拳

When we talk about shapes and forms we are talking about what something looks like. In most cases
this requires specific structural qualities such as skeletal alignment. What we are going to do in this series of
articles is to show hand shapes that we use in the application of our art, our weapons.

The Fist
First we are going to talk about the fist. There are many striking surfaces on a fist as well as a number of different fist types.
While not as versatile as an open hand, the fist is the primary striking
weapon in most martial methods. A fist is defined as a hand shape
or form in which the fingers are closed into the palm and the thumb
will either press down on the index finger, wrap the index and middle
finger or simply be held tight to the ridge of the hand.

Figure 1.1

Basic Fist formation
1. Start with the hand open (figure 1.1)
2. Keeping the thumb straight, bend the fingers at the 3rd and 2nd
knuckle (figure 1.2)
3. Continue bending the fingers at the 1st set of knuckles. (figure1.3)
4. Wrap the thumb around the index and middle fingers.(figure 1.4)
5. Or place the thumb on top of the index finger (figure 1.5) as an
alternate way to hold the thumb.

Figure 1.2

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4

Grandmaster Daniel K. Pai, demonstrating the power
of the fist, breaks ice using a hammer fist.
Photo by Sebastian Frinzi
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Figure 1.5

www.paichia.com

Fist : Ch’uan

Top

The most basic use of the fist is punching (using the fist

Striking area
for
basic Punch

in a thrusting manner). The striking area, when punching,
are the 1st knuckles of the index and middle finger. This

Face

structure is used in snapping, point penetration and thrusting punches. When punching, the fist can be oriented in
any direction (palm up, palm in, palm down, palm out and

Back

Palm

anywhere in between), depending on the situation.
The palm in or “standing” fist (Li Ch’uan), is also called
“vertical” or “sun” fist (because it resembles the Chinese
character for sun 日). Palm down is called “horizontal” or
“flat” fist. The classical punching action, known as full twist

Bottom
Figure 1.6

punch, is actually a combination of palm up, vertical and
horizontal fist linked together in one smooth technique.
The fist may also be used in other striking methods as well, such as closing arc strikes (strikes that are primarily powered by the contraction of the biceps), and opening arc strikes (strikes that are primarily powered by the contraction of the
triceps). The movement of a closing arc strike is known as “flexion”, which in the case of the elbow would be defined as
decreasing the angle between the anterior surfaces of the upper arm and forearm (as in bending the elbow and bringing
your palm to your chest or shoulder). And opening arc strikes (strikes that are primarily powered by the contraction of the
triceps). The movement of an opening arc strike is known as “extension”, which in this case is defined as increasing the
angle between the upper arm and forearm (as in straightenlng one’s arm from a bent position). These strikes will use all
parts of the fist.
Figure 1.6 shows the striking surfaces of the fist, and the area of the fist face used for basic punching techniques.
AKA Quan (Pinyin Mandarin), Kuen (Cantonese), Ken (Japanese)

Hammer Fist : Chui Ch’uan
The hammer fist, or inverted hammer fist, is a shape that uses the
bottom or top of the fist respectively. The hammer fist is used in opening arc strikes; inverted hammer fist is used in closing arc strikes.
Figure 1.7 shows the striking surface used for hammer fist and
inverted hammer fist techniques.
AKA Ken Tsui (Jap.- Hammer Fist), Chui Shou (Chin.- Hammer hand),
Shu Tsui (Jap.- Hammer Hand)

Pai Family Martial Arts Journal

Figure 1.7

Hammer fist
&
Inverted
Hammer fist
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Back Fist : Pei Ch’uan
The back fist, or back knuckle, is used in opening arc strikes and is a very common use of the fist. Used in essentially the same way, back fist strikes issue energy to a fairly large surface area, while back knuckle strikes affect a smaller
area and penetrate deeper into the target .
Figure 1.8 shows the striking surface used for back fist. Figure 1.9 shows the striking surface for back knuckle.
AKA Ura-Ken (Jap.- Back of Fist)

Figure 1.8

Back fist

Figure 1.9

Back knuckle

Phoenix Eye Fist : Feng Yan Ch’uan
The phoenix eye fist is essentially a basic fist with the index finger extended to the second knuckle. A widely used weapon, the phoenix eye fist is used
in punching or to grind into sensitive areas. This fist is the primary fist of PaiMei Ch’uan (Pak Mei Kuen) and some schools of Southern Praying Mantis.
Figure 2.0 shows the striking surface used for the phoenix eye fist.
Figure 2.0

Phoenix eye fist

AKA ginger fist, Ippon-Ken (single knuckle fist), Sho-Ken (one knuckle fist)

Dragon Head Fist : Lung T’ou Ch’uan
The dragon head fist is esentially a basic fist with the middle finger extended to the second knuckle. The dragon head fist is used in punching or
closing arc strikes.
Figure 2.1 shows the striking surface used for the dragon head fist.
AKA Ippon-Ken (single knuckle fist)

6

Figure 2.1

Dragon head fist

www.paichia.com

Leopard Fist : Pao Ch’uan
The leopard fist is a flattened fist extended to the second knuckle.
This fist is very thin and can fit into tight spaces, like the neck. It is also
used in closing arc strikes, raking the knuckles across the opponent.
Figure 2.2 shows the striking surface used for the leopard fist.
AKA Hira-Ken (fore-knuckle fist)
Figure 2.2

Leopard fist

Crane Head Fist : He T’ou Ch’uan
The crane head fist is esentially a basic fist with the thumb pressing against the side of the index finger. This fist strikes with the second
set of knuckles. One of the ways to apply this fist is to strike as if knocking on a door. In addition it may be used in a number of raking actions.
The crane head and dragon head fists may be used in a similar fashion,
except the crane head fist strikes a larger area. This fist works very well
against side of the head, nose, chest, arms and back of hand.
Figure 2.3 shows the striking area of the crane head fist.

Crane
head fist

Figure 2.3
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Pai-Lum:

1967

from the Collection of

John Weninger

1970

from the Collection of

David L. Smith

1970 - 72

1970 - 73

Thomas D. St.Charles

The Masters World poster

from the Collection of

from

WhatB Wis Pai-Lum?
L
y

1973

Photo by
David Everett

mid 70’s

from the Collection of

John Weninger

illiam uciano

Pai-Lum can best be described as a
method of martial arts based on the
teachings of the late Grandmaster Daniel
K. Pai. Pai-Lum, as taught by Grandmaster Daniel K. Pai, is an eclectic martial
art that is an amalgamation of his martial
training, experiences and innovations. The
foundation of Pai-Lum is said to be the Pai
Family method of Kung-Fu as taught to
him by his grandfather.

Okinawan and Japanese methods. As
such, traditions, terminology, and techniques from all of these arts are utilized by
the many variations of the Pai Family Arts.
The curriculum in most Pai-Lum schools
contain a combination of Northern Long
Fist, Southern Shaolin, and Chinese/Okinawan Kempo.

In the 60’s and early 70’s, it was not unGrandmaster Pai was a very intelligent common for Okinawan Karate/Kempo
and creative teacher, and would often
routines to be taught along side the Chimodify existing techniques and routines,
nese based routines of Grandmaster Pai’s
or create new training routines for certain
family method. From the early 70’s on,
purposes. These may have been adapted many orthodox Kung-Fu training routines
or created to fit an individual’s body type
were added to the Pai-Lum repertoire.
or skill set, or simply made to fit the principles and theories of Pai-Lum. While
In the mid 70’s, T’ai-Chi Ch’uan training
anyone can create a training sequence,
began to appear in Pai-Lum schools as
not many have the depth of knowledge
well. This may have been done in part to
or understanding of the arts to do so in a
add to our understanding of other arts and
skillful manner.
to round out our martial education.
Our roots include Chinese, Hawaiian,

8

When, where and who one has trained
www.paichia.com

with, along with what one’s previous mar- defenses are some of the tools that we
tial arts background is, will dictate one’s
use to teach our principles and theories.
particular verThe particular tools
sion of Paiused in any one
Pai-Lum
is
not
a
particular
set
of
Lum.
school may vary
training routines, self defenses or from the next.
sparring techniques.
We often
read or hear
Another imporIt is the underlying principles and
that a trait of
tant thing to note is
theories that make them work!
Grandmaster
that just because
Pai was not
someone knows the
to teach any two of his students the same sequences and can demonstrate self dethings. One of the reasons for this is that
fenses and training routines that are used
Grandmaster Pai’s art was continually
in Pai-Lum schools, it does not mean that
evolving.
what they are doing is in fact Pai-Lum.
Another reason, and one that I think is
important to know, is that many of Grandmaster Pai’s senior students had varying
degrees of expertise in other arts, their
Pai-Lum was built on top of these arts.
These people, in turn, taught their fundamentals and their understanding of PaiLum to their students.
Pai-Lum principles and theories may be
taught through many different arts; such
as Kempo, Kung-Fu and T’ai-Chi Ch’uan.
Fundamentals, training routines and self

mid 70’s

from the Collection of

George Dillman ©

1979

Photo by
Christopher Lee Helton ©
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mid 80’s

from the Collection of

John Weninger

There are currently many variations of
Pai-Lum being taught in the United States.
Some of them are very good, some of
them need work, and, unfortunately, some
of them are Pai-Lum in name only.
To summarize: Pai-Lum is a particular
method or way of doing martial arts; it is
a series of martial principles and theories
that are embedded into our fundamentals
and can be applied to any self defense,
training routine, or sparring technique.
“to be continued...”

1985

Photo by
Gary LaVallee ©

1985

1993

John Weninger

Inside Kung-Fu Magazine

from the Collection of

from
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Translation:

白
龍
拳

Pai-Lum:

What does
the name
Mean?
By William Luciano

Pai-Lum is the name Grandmaster Daniel
K. Pai publicly used when talking about his art.
So that is what we use, for the most part,when
talking about his art. This article is concerned
with the name Pai-Lum; what characters are
used and what the english translation is.

Pai-Lum
Pai-Lum can mean a number of things. We
are initially told that it means White Dragon, so
that is what most people adhere to. However
the words Pai and Lum are from two different
dialects: Mandarin and Cantonese. The issue
here is lum means forest not dragon, dragon is
lung or loong.
It is possible that it was an incorrect translation that was overlooked because:
a.) We speak english and while it is incorrect,
it is not uncommon for us to mix dialects and
spellings. Not to mention there are a multitude
of ways to romanize the various dialects of the
Chinese language, one must have the Chinese character and an understanding of the
language to translate properly.
b.) The name has very little to do with physically training a martial art.

10

白
林
拳

Of course it could also be a combination
of the family names Pai and Lum simply put
together. A large portion of Chinese in Hawaii spoke Cantonese, hence the potential
for the surname Lum, as in Lum Tai-Yung.
The name Pai, may have been a Mandarin
surname or simply the Chinese pronounciation of Pa’i, a Hawaiian surname, as in Daniel
Kalimaahaae Pa’i. Pa’i, means to slap/hit
with the palm!

The Characters
The Character 白, in Mandarin, is written as
Pai (Wade-Giles romanization) or Bai (Pinyin
romanization) and is pronounced like bye. In
Cantonese dialect it is Bok or Baak. Pai, as
well as being a surname, can mean a number
of different things. For our purposes here it is
defined as white; pure, unblemished; bright.
The Character 林, in Wade-Giles and pinyin, is written Lin and is pronounced like it is
written. In Cantonese it is Lum or Lam. Lin,
as well as being a surname, is defined as forest or grove.
www.paichia.com

The Character 龍 in Wade-Giles is Lung,
Pinyin is Long, Cantonese is loong. Lung, as
well as being a surname, is defined as dragon;
symbolic of emperor.
If forest is correct, then Pai-Lin Ch’uan 白林
拳 (Wade-Giles), Bailin Quan (Pinyin) or Bok
Lum Kuen would be used. In this context it
might mean White Forest Fist or Pai’s (martial)
Forest. Wu-Lin (武林), literally Martial Forest, is a term used to describe martial artists
as a whole, so Pai-Lin could be interpreted as
Pai’s martial artists. There is also a source that
claims the original name for Shao-Lin (少林
Young Forest) was Shao Pai-Lin (少白林 Young
White Forest).
If Dragon is correct, then Pai-Lung Ch’uan 白
龍拳 (Wade-Giles), Bailong Quan (Pinyin) or
Bok Loong Kuen would be used. This translates as White Dragon Fist, or Pai’s Dragon Fist.
This is the name most prominently used by Pai
Family Martial practitioners. Most Pai Family
practitioners use the name White Dragon Fist
when describing their art.

White Dragon Fist
The use of White Dragon Fist is found on the
earlier certificates issued by the Pai-Lum Association (figure 1). The style name, as listed on the
certificate, is Pai-Lung Kung-Fu K’ung-Shou Tao
(Bai Long Gong Fu Kong Shou Dao, 白龍功夫空
手道). Which translates as White Dragon Skilled
Empty Hand Way or White Dragon Kung-Fu Karate Do. (figure 2).
On a stamp used on these same certificates,
the name was written as Pai-Te Lung-Ch’uan
Shih-Yang (Bai De Long Quan Shi Yang, 白的龍
拳式柈, White Dragon Fist Style) (figure 3). In
this case Pai (白), means white, because Te (的:
possessive, adjectival suffix) defines it as such.
Te is actually a shortened version of Se De 色的,
Se meaning color. Lung (Dragon) Ch’uan (Fist,
Boxing) Shi (style, system, formula) Yang (shape,
form, pattern). So this would translate as White
(colored) Dragon Fist Style.

(continued on page 18)

figure 2

figure 3
figure 1
Pai Family Martial Arts Journal
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History:
Henry Seishiro Okazaki: Dan Zan Ryu Ju-Jutsu
On September 10, 1906 Seishiro
Okazaki arrived in Honolulu at the
age of sixteen. When Okazaki arrived
in Hilo, a doctor diagnosed him as
having a pretubercular condition.
Okazaki went in search of a cure.
He found it in an odd place, the
Hilo Shinyu-Kai, a Ju-Jutsu dojo,
run by a martial arts master, named
Kichimatsu Tanaka. Within, a year,
Henry Seishiro
the pretubercular condition had
Okazaki
disappeared and the tall skinny kid,
(1890 - 1951)
according to Okazaki’s own words,
had developed a “body of iron”. This
interest in the martial arts that began in Hilo in 1909 became an
all-consuming passion. As he learned Yoshin-Ryu from Tanakasensei he began to study other forms as well. He studied Hawaiian
Lua, Okinawan karate, Philippine knife play and, from Master Wo
Chong, Kung Fu. However, his main proficiency was in YoshinRyu.
Dan Zan Ryu was the name Okazaki gave to the Ju-Jutsu system
that he developed. The Chinese name for Hawaii is T’an Shan (or
in Japanese, Dan Zan) which translates as ‘sandalwood mountain’.
Hence the term Dan Zan-Ryu means Hawaiian Style. It was a
hybrid system, taking what he thought was the best from YoshinRyu, Hawaiian Lua, Okinawan Karate and other forms of Japanese
and Chinese martial arts. There were few forms of fighting with
which he was not familiar and he used this extensive knowledge to
good advantage in the development of Dan Zan Ryu
At the same time he was developing Dan Zan Ryu, Okazaki also
began to develop his own method of massage. The Okazaki method
of Restorative Massage, like Dan Zan Ryu, was a hybrid. It was a
system that made use of the forearm, the point of the elbow and the
feet, as well as the hands.
Literally thousands of students studied under Seishiro Okazaki.
He taught caucasians as well as Japanese. In fact, he was willing to
teach anyone who
wanted to learn.
Ju-Jutsu had always
been the domain of
the Japanese and
Okazaki’s generosity
in sharing Ju-Jutsu
with others was not
well received by the
more conservative
Japanese
community. But
he persevered, even
teaching during the
war years when
Japanese were not
well thought of, nor
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well tolerated.
Okazaki was
eminently skilled
as both a Ju-Jutsu
master and a physical
therapist. He
developed a martial
system which has
grown to be one of
the major systems
of Ju-jutsu in North
America. Yet, his
reputation as a
physical therapist
in the islands was
even greater than
his reputation as
a martial artist.
Okazaki was
famous for taking
patients who were
considered beyond
Kichimatsu Tanaka and Henry Okazaki
help by the medical
profession. He
was no miracle worker but a hard worker who believed in his
ability to help. Vigorous massage, steam baths, hot foul-smelling
poultices, exercise and a tremendous confidence in his skill and
the recuperative powers of the human body were the tenets of
Okazaki’s style of physical therapy.
His greatest gift was his willingness to help others. People who
knew him all point to his generosity and to the time and effort he
gave to those who needed it as the mark of the man. Okazaki
died in 1951, but his work has continued. His method of massage
is carried on by his son, Hachiro, as well as hundreds of other
men and women who learned physical therapy through him. Dan
Zan Ryu Ju-Jutsu which, under Okazaki’s guidance, grew to be
a major system in the Islands has, if anything, a larger following
today than it did when Okazaki was alive.

Dan Zan Ryu
- Pai-Lum
Connection
Henry Okazaki
was one of Daniel
K. Pai’s first
teachers. While
training in Dan
Zan Ryu, Dr.
Pai may have
been exposed to
many different
arts including
Hawaiian Lua,
Okinawan
Kempo, Chinese
Kung-Fu and in
Henry Okazaki and Richard Takamoto
all liklihood, some
of the massage
techniques that Okazaki, Sensei was famous for.
www.paichia.com

Book Review:
This book is long over due in the martial world. It
should be required reading by all martial artists. Many
things that are attributed to being very old and traditional, we find out started, or at least became popular,
through the Jingwu Association. Most modern martial arts owe their existance to the tradition breaking
advances and innovations of this association. The
least of which is using a standard uniform for training
Chinese martial arts.
Mr. Kennedy and Ms. Guo deserve a lot of credit
for approaching a subject that many martial myths and
incorrect histories are built around. And for correcting some of our long held beliefs about Huo YuanChia and the Jingwu association.
We, in Pai-Lum, have grown up in these arts learning skills and forms from different systems as well
as our own. The model for this type of system is the
Jingwu Association.
In addition to this being a very well written and
thought provoking book. A major contributor to
this book is Patrick Hodges, an excellent teacher and
historian of these arts. Mr. Hodges, from Hawaii,
has taught at a handfull of Pai Family schools in the
northeast.

Synopsis of the book:

In 1909, because of their ties with the failed Boxer
Rebellion and the rise of modern weaponry, Chinese
martial arts were in serious danger of extinction. The
Jingwu Association was formed to keep these ancient
arts alive. “Jingwu: The School That Transformed
Kung Fu” tells the story of this seminal institution.
Extensively researched, the book shows Jingwu as the
Pai Family Martial Arts Journal

Jingwu

The School that Transformed Kung Fu
Written by
Brian Kennedy
and Elizabeth Guo
* ISBN: 978-1-58394-242-0
(1-58394-242-4)
* Trade Paperback, 6 x 9,
168 pages
Blue Snake Books

first public martial arts training school and the first to
teach kung fu as recreation, not simply as a form of
combat. It was also the first to incorporate women’s
programs with men’s, and the first to use popular
media to promote Chinese martial arts as both sport
and entertainment. Through these efforts, the Jingwu
Association helped guarantee Chinese martial arts
would survive the transition from traditional to modern China.
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T’ai-Chi Ch’uan:
T’ai-Chi Ch’uan: Modified Yang Style
William Luciano

On the next few pages I have a
version of a modified Yang Style T’aiChi sequence. It is the first section of
sequence that I taught in my school
from 2000 to 2005. Along with the
sequence is the standard Chinese terminology for the techniques found in a
T’ai-Chi Ch’uan set.

1.		

2.		

3.		

4.

5.		

6.		

7.		

8.

9.		

10.		

11.		

12.

13.		

14.		

15.		

16.

17.		

18.		

19.		

20.

21.		

22.		

33.		

24.

T’AI-CHI CH’UAN
MODIFIED YANG
SHORT FORM
1st Section

PREPARATION
(YU-PEI SHIH)
Preparation:
(figure 1-2 - north)
BEGINNING
(CH’I SHIH)
Beginning:
(figure 3-7)
Upward-Downward:
(figure 8-16)
GRASPING SPARROW’S TAIL
(LAN CH’IAO WEI)
Grasp & Carry T’ai-Chi ball
(figure 17-20 - east)

:

Ward Off (P’eng), Left Style:
(figure 21-24 - north)
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25.		

29.		

26.

27.		

30.		

31.		

28.

32.

Over the next couple issues we will
show one of the Pai Family T’ai-Chi
Ch’uan sequences and illustrate how
the sequence and techniques are
slightly different. This will be followed
by articles on the applications of skills
found in both routines.

GRASPING SPARROW’S TAIL
(continued)
(LAN CH’IAO WEI)
Grasp T’ai-Chi Ball, Left
(figure 25)
Ward Off (P’eng), Right Style:
(figure 26-28 - east)
Expand Ward Off (P’eng):
(figure 29-30)

33.		

34.		

35.		

36.

Roll Back (Lu):
(figure 31-33)
Press (Chi):
(figure 34-36)
Push (An):
(figure 37-40)

37.		

38.		

39.		

40.

SINGLE WHIP
(TAN PIEN)
Long Hands - Short Hands:
(figure 41-44 )

41.		

42.		

45.		

46.

43.		

43.

Pai Family Martial Arts Journal

44.

Single Whip:
(figure 45-48 - west)

48.
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RAISE (LIFT) HANDS
(T’I SHOU)
Raise Hands:
(figure 49-50 - north)
LEAN FORWARD
(K’AO)
Pull Downward & Deflect:
(figure 51-52)
Shoulder Strike:
(figure 53-54 - north)

49.		

50.

51.

52.

WHITE CRANE SPREADS WINGS
(PAI-HO LIANG CH’IH)
White Crane Spreads Wings:
(figure 55 - west)

53.		

54.

55.		

56.

57.		

58.		

59.		

60.

61.		

62.		

63.		

64.

65.		

66.		

67.		

68.

69.		

70.

71.

BRUSH KNEE AND TWIST STEP
(LOU HSI YAO PU)
Parry Right:
(figure 56)
Parry Left:
(figure 57)
Brush knee and push:
(figure 58-60)
PLAY THE GUITAR
(SHOU HUI P’I-P’A)
Catch up step to Raise Hands:
(figure 61-64 - west)
BRUSH KNEE AND TWIST STEP
(LOU HSI YAO PU)
Pull Down, Parry Left:
(figure 65-66)
Brush knee and push:
(figure 67-68)
DEFLECT DOWNWARD, PARRY, AND
PUNCH
(PAN, LAN, CH’UI)
Deflect downward:
(figure 69 - west)
Stop kick:
(figure 70-71)
Right Parry :
(figure 72)
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72.
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DEFLECT DOWNWARD, PARRY, AND
PUNCH
(PAN, LAN, CH’UI)

73.		

74.

75.

76.

Right Parry (Continued) :
(figure 73)
Left Parry :
(figure 74-75)
Punch :
(figure 76-78)

77.		

78.

79.		

80.

APPARENT CLOSURE
(JU FENG SSU PI)
Withdraw and push:
(figure 79-83 - west)
CROSS HANDS
(SHIH-TZU SHOU)

81.		

82.		

83.		

84.

Diagonal Flying Right:
(figure 84 -north)
Cross hands:
(figure 85-87)
CLOSE T’AI-CHI
(HO T’AI-CHI)

85.		

86.		

89.		

87.		

90.

Pai Family Martial Arts Journal

88.

Lower hands to sides:
(figure 88-91)

91.		
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Happenings....

(continued from

page

3)

T’ai-Chi keeps
90-year-old
on her toes
originally published by

The Daytona Beach News-Journal
4/28/2011
by

Dottie Bernhard

Sara Anderson sitting with John Riddick at the 2008
Chinese New Year Celebration in Daytona Beach Fla.
At a recent T’ai-Chi Class held
at the Daytona Recreation center ,
the students were almost perfectly
in sync with a routine that was
slow,graceful and fluid.
One in particular was almost
imperceptibly a little more cautious as she shifted her weight to
change position; her movements
just a hair’s breadth slower than
the others, but still filled with visual
eloquence. After all 90-year-old
Sara Anderson has been a T’ai-Chi
practitioner for almost 20-years.
Anderson, who is a qualified”Shrfu” or instructor of T’ai-Chi, no
longer teaches but is still an active member of the Pai Lum Kung
fu and Tai Chi School of Martial
Arts. Despite a full schedule of
three T’ai-Chi classes a week, part
time computer work for Epiphany
Church, caring for her little dog
Versace, and keeping up with
literally dozens of magazine subscriptions, she still found time to
participate in a recent T’ai-Chi
demonstration at Embry Riddle
Aeronautical University.
“T’ai-Chi has built my strength,
flexibility, balance and coordina-
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tion,” Anderson says with a posetive attitude reflecting an enthusiasm for life that began many years
ago. “I was always an inquisitive
person,” she reminices and with a
sideward grin, “ I guess you might
say I am nosey.”
The self-willed Anderson rejected her family’s admonition to finish
college, “ I decided to learn by doing out in the working world.” Her
career included a stint as a telephone operator and owning a tailor
shop, but it’s her 25 years as a
manager for Pepsi Cola that she’s
most proud of. “ It was before
Pepsi was a household word;” she
reminisced, “and I was one of the
first African Americans employed at
the bottling plant. It was an exciting time.”
Responsible for inventory control
and cost accounting for the syrup
department, Anderson retired at
the age of 67, though she was
rehired for a breif time to train new
staff.
Now widowed, Anderson was
married for 65
years and has
grown children
who live in the
New Jersey
area with their
families. She
relocated
to Daytona
Beach at the
age of 76, “It
was time to
give my kids
space and
persue new
adventures.”
It was at her
new waterfront
home where
she experienced her first
xciting yet hazardous brush with
Florida wildlife, “I had no experience with allagators so when one
would swim up to my yard, I’d lay
out marshmellows which they obviously enjoyed.”

no idea” she laughs.
It was in the persuit of the next
challenge that Anderson signed up
for T’ai-Chi classes in 1992.
“I didn’t know what it would be
about but sincethen it’s helped me
to live in every moment,” she says
while she undulates in a circular
pattern to demonstrate a basic
technique.
“What more could you ask for?”

Pai-Lum:
What does the name Mean?

(continued from

page

11)

In Closing...
In closing, Pai-Lum and Pai-Lung
have been used in an interchangable way within the various Pai
Family Schools for many years.
How it is used is up to the teacher
of any particular school. However,
one should have an understanding
of what the words and characters
actually mean.

Bibliography
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Anderson’s neighbors quickly
stepped in and let her know how
dangerous the practice was, “I had
www.paichia.com

Foreword

(continued from

page

1)

was making people better at what they did.
There are a lot of Judo, Karate, Kempo
and Kung-Fu practitioners out there that
are better at their art because of Grandmaster Pai. These are people that are not
affiliated with Pai-Lum.
Among those that are affiliated with a
school of Pai-Lum are people who came
in with previous experience (their PaiLum was built with their initial art as a
foundation) and people with no previous
training (they were also taught differently,
depending on when or where they started).
We are a martial family of sorts, a large
number of people training various versions
of the art connected by one common denominator, Grandmaster Daniel K. Pai.

the fist, each issue will contain a different aspect of martial arts fundamentals
Pai-Lum History - Articles dealing with
Pai Family specific histories. Stories
about Grandmaster Pai, Pai Family martial techniques, instructor profiles etc.
Translations - Chinese, Japanese and
Okinawan terms will be translated and
explained.

Instructor/Training
Hall listings.
Our instructor listing is based on the
contact information that we had at the time
this journal was published. If your name
or school is not listed, or there is an error
in your contact information, contact me so
that we can either add you to the list or
update your current information.

History - This may be about an individual who had a profound impact on the
martial world, a specific style, where certain things come from etc. Essentially ,
anything from the past that will help us
understand the future. These would be
great articles for people with expertise in
these areas to contribute.

We will list anyone who is an instructor of
Pai-Lum and asks to be listed. Only ask to
be listed if you currently operate, or have
in the past operated, a martial training hall
(club, studio, academy, dojo, kwoon, kuan,
or gym) where a version of the Pai Family
Martial Arts are/were taught.

Book Review - Opinions about specific
martial arts books. Another area where
people could contribute greatly.

There are a number of Pai Family Instructors and teachers not listed. No disrespect is meant by this omission, we simply
do not have every one’s information.

It is our feeling that through continued
communication and understanding we ensure that our arts are passed on to future
generations. This means we must preserve
everything we can that is related to this
art while refining our own skills to a higher
level than our teachers. This course of
development will ensure that these arts will
evolve and advance. It is our obligation to
take our art to the next level!

Kung-Fu and T’ai-Chi articles - Sequences, applications, favorite techniques, etc. Another place where others
could contribute greatly.

It should also be noted that there are a
small number of instructors that prefer not
to be listed, we will respect their privacy.

What are we going
to publish?

Chi-Kung/Oriental Medicine. Anyone
with expertise in these areas would be
more than welcome and encouraged
to contribute articles in this area. We
are looking to have this as a recurring
column.

...Where we can go
with our art!

We hope that many of you get involved
in this endeavor and contribute in some
way. Every issue will have articles and
recurring columns. These are some of the
things we will include in the Journal:
Happenings - This is a good way to
see what kind of things different parts
of the Pai Family are doing. Send a
write up and a photo or two of any
major event your school has hosted or
attended. At this time we are not listing
upcoming events in the Journal. We
are, however, looking to have a web site
where schools can list their upcoming
events with pertinent contact information.
Dragons we lost - Essentially an
obituary. We will list any member of any
Pai-Lum school that we lose during the
calendar year(s) covered by every issue.
Fundamentals - Starting this issue with

Pai Family Martial Arts Journal

Instructor & Training Hall listing - We
will list anyone who has run a school or
club teaching a version of Pai Family
Martial arts. If you want to be listed in
this section, get your information to me.

Last words...
We hope you enjoy ourJournal and find
it to be informative. Please pass it on to as
many Pai-Lum practitioners as possible.
Anyone that wishes to be on our mailing list, has a question, or is interested in
helping us in this endeavor, please email
William Luciano (bill@paichia.com).

Research - A column where a number
of people can share their understanding,
research and histories of specific form
sequences, applications and techniques.
Any other areas of interest that you might
have, please don’t hesitate in asking us
about them. We will publish positive, informative articles about our art. We want this
Journal to promote communication and
interaction amongst us.

What we are not
going to publish!
In this Journal we will not publish articles
that bash, berate, or degrade any teacher,
system or method of martial arts.

Pai-Lum Merchandise
videos - photos - t-shirts
banners - patches
decals

Next issue, different types of
merchandise will be available
through this journal.
These will be from various
Pai Family Members.
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Pai-Lum
window
decals

Scrolls of the
“Dragon Creed”
(left) and “Warrior’s
Code” (right), were
comissioned and
produced by our
late friend, Cosmo
Rusch, a few years
ago.

3” Diameter

We are trying to obtain some copies so
we may offer them
for sale through this
journal. Done in
beautiful calligraphy,
these creeds are the
heart and soul of the
Pai Family arts.

$4 per decal
shipping included
For more info.
email
bill@paichia.com

Pai Family Martial Training Association
Presents training DVD’s from our video archives...

The content on this video was filmed in 1985 at
the White Lotus Kung-Fu Center Albany, NY.
Assisting Mr. Smith is Karl Steinmayer (d).
The instruction on this video is clear and concise.

bill@paichia.com
copyright © 2010
Pai Family Martial Training Associationoc.
Approximate running time
28:44

Pai Family Kung-Fu
Dragon Playing with
Seven Stars
A Martial Training Set
from the
Pai Family Tradition
Produced by the
Pai Family Martial Training Association

V004

V003

bill@paichia.com
copyright © 2010
Pai Family Martial Training Associationoc.
Approximate running time
39 minutes

(Pai-Chia Mu-Jen Chuang)

V002

V001

bill@paichia.com
copyright © 2009
produced
produced by
by
the
Paithe
Family Martial Training Associationoc.
Pai
Pai Family
Family Martial
Martial Training
Training Association
Association
Approximate running time
1 hour 24 minutes

Tiger,Crane and Dragon Fist

(Three Hit Fist)

A Short-Fist Set
from
Southern China

The
Pai-Lum Wooden Dummy
(Pai-Chia Mu-Jen Chuang),
or
Slide Dummy
as it is sometimes referred to,
is similar to the popular Wing-Chun Dummy
except there are two more arms, the trunk splits
in half and the Dummy is meant to slide back and
forth along the length of the frame.

Pai Family Kung-Fu :Dragon Playing with Seven Stars

(Three Hit Fist)

Pai-Lum Wooden Dummy

San Tei Ch’uan

Hu, Hao, Lung Ch'uan:

Golden Eagle: San Tei Ch’uan

aichia.com
ght © 2007
ial Training As soc.

Golden Eagle

This training set is from the
Golden Eagle system. It is a
Southern/Fukien adaptation of
Eagle style technique. This set
was taught to David L. Smith
by Ma Tsao-Jih of Kaosiung,
Taiwan, R.O.C. The content
on this video was filmed in the
early part of 1984 when Mr.
Smith returned from Taiwan.

This training Set is from the
"Pai Family" (Pai-Lung Ch'uan)
system of Kung-Fu.
Hu, Hao, Lung Ch'uan (also
Known as On-Ji or Buddhist
Palm within the various PaiFamily training Halls), was first
introduced into the mainland
U.S. in 1967.

Pai-Lum Wooden Dummy
(Pai-Chia Mu-Jen Chuang),
or Slide Dummy
as it is sometimes referred to,
is similar to the popular WingChun Dummy except there
are two more arms, the trunk
splits in half and the Dummy is
meant to slide back and forth
along the length of the frame.

This training routine was created by Grandmaster Daniel K.
Pai and was first taught in
1985 at a Pai-Lum training camp hosted by John
Weninger (Pai Li-Lung).

$30.00
plus shipping and handling

$30.00
plus shipping and handling

$30.00
plus shipping and handling

$30.00
plus shipping and handling

This form illustrates Pai-Lum’s
use of Praying Mantis style
technique.

To order any of these DVD’s please contact bill@paichia.com
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Pai-Lum/Pai Family
Instructors & Training Halls
Bethlehem Kung-Fu Center
819 Broadway
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 691-5750
www.bethlehemkungfu.com
Inst: Brian Kunsman (Pai Shen-Li)

Kajukenpo Maritimes
Pai-Lum Kung-Fu
PO Box 572
Wolfville, Nova Scotia,
Canada bop1xo
Inst: Dr. Ed Strok (Pai Zhi-Lung)

Chin-Ch’eng Kwan
171 Chapel St.
Holden, MA 01520
(774) 312-5268
pete.stoddard@mac.com
Inst: Pete Stoddard (Pai Chin-Ch’eng)
Jan Stoddard (Pai Hsiu-Feng)

Kajukenpo Pai Lum of
Massachusetts
Worcester, Massachusetts
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Rick Mattioli & Mark Bonina

Fire Dragon Kung Fu
4681 S. Friday Rd
Cocoa, FL 32926
(561) 632 9636
Inst: Tom Englert
Fire Dragon Austrailia
27 Edkins St.
Downer ACT 2602 Australia
+61 2 6241 2073
masterhardy@firedragon.com.au
www.firedragon.com.au
Inst: Neal Hardy
Fire Dragon Austrailia
17 Thorpe Ave.
Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Australia
shrfubellchambers@firedragon.com.au
www.firedragon.com.au
Inst: Patrick Bellchambers
Harrisburg Kung-Fu Center
2331 Walnut St.
Harrisburg, PA, 17103
www.hbgkungfu.com
Inst: Mike Rothermel (Pai Pono-Li)
Millie-Ramos Rothermel (Pai Mana-Li )
Phil Hunter
(Pai Hsin-Lung)
New Haven, CT 06511
Paihsinlung1@aol.com
Kajukenpo Pai Lum Federation
Manistique, Michigan
gverigan@yahoo.com
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Georganne Verigan
Kajukenpo Maritimes
Nova Scotia, CA
l.maclellan@eastlink.ca
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Larry MacLellan

Mike Kaylor
PO Box 1792
Springfield, MO, 65801
mkaylor@hotmail.com
Master Training Systems
Delray Beach, FL.3344
bill@palmbeachtaichi.com
www.ancientmasters.com
Inst: Jeffrey Guiffre
Steve Mathews
(Pai Shao-Li)
5 Perrotti Place
Palm Coast, Fla 32164
steveieson1@gmail.com

Pai-Lum Kung-Fu and T’ai-Chi
PO Box 9767
Daytona Beach, FL 32120-9767
www.pailumdaytona.com
Inst: John Riddick, Laurie Ring
Pai-Lum T’ai-Chi
Port Orange, FL 32127
(386) 788-3061
bmck64@bellsouth.net
Inst: Bruce McKnight
Pai-Lum T’ai-Chi
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
(386) 255-6867
pailumtaichi@gmail.com
Inst: Robin King
Pai-Lum Temple
Port Orange, FL 32127
Inst: Shawn Dick (Bai Xue-Long)
School of the White Dragon
3547 Marion Avenue
Finleyville, Pa 15332
(724) 263-0956
aejrmueller@yahoo.com
http://whitedragonkungfu.net
Inst: Albert Mueller, David Childers

White Dragon Kung-Fu & T’ai-Chi
725 Ronald Reagan Blvd.
Longwood FL. 32750
407-739-4549
pailumkwoon@gmail.com
www.whitedragon-kungfu.com/
Inst: Scott Heck
White Dragon Kung-Fu &
White Lotus Healing Arts
735 Weathergreen Dr
Raleigh NC 27615
(919) 946-2900
hjsilk@gmail.com
Inst: Honey J. Music (Pai Long Li)
White Dragon Martial Arts of
New Hampshire
178 Burke Road
Gilmanton Iron Works, NH 03837
(603) 387-0779
va3@metrocast.net
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Vinnie Baiocchetti
Doug White
(407) 595-0311
sifuwhite@yahoo.com

Shaolin White Dragon
17 Donna Ave.
Derby, CT 06418
comdragon@aol.com
Inst: Thomas D. St.Charles (Pai Shin-Zan)

White Lotus Temple
3 Burhans Pl.
Delmar, NY 12054
(860) 882-2591 (cell phone)
Paipaihe@aol.com
Inst: Marcia L. Pickands (Pai Pai-He)

Shaolin White Dragon of Hollywood
Hollywood, FL
(954) 989-5631
lihungi@gmail.com
Inst: Lisa Stein-Cohen (Li Hung-I)
Levi Lunon, Shara Lunon

Wise Tiger School
Naples, Florida
mikedolan05@comcast.net
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Mike Dolan

Pai Hu Fei’s Pai-Lum Kwoon
Califon, New Jersey 07830
(908) 832-7496
paifeihu@embarqmail.com
Inst: Bob Clem (Pai Hu Fei)

Truro Kajukenpo
Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada
geraldtobin@eastlink.ca
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Gerald Tobin

Pai-Lum Fire Dragon
Deltona, FL
(386) 532-6145
dragonsden@pailumfiredragon.com
www.pailumfiredragon.com
Inst: Bob Schoolnick

Weninger Kung-Fu Tai-Chi Center
160 East Moorestown Rd.
Windgap, PA 18951
(610) 759-5810
www.pailum.com
Inst: John Weninger (Pai Li-Lung)

White Tiger Karate, LLC
Franklin, New Hampshire
(603) 286-4545
sgeisert@metrocast.net
zmlamas@gmail.com
www.kajukenpopailum.com
Inst: Sharyl Geisert, Marianne Lamas

Dwight Nance
Orlando, FL 32808
sifud@aol.com
Pai Family Martial Training
Association (白家武功會)
NY, CT, RI
bill@paichia.com
www.paichia.com
Inst: David L. Smith (Pai Ching-Lin),
Daniel Anhalt, William Luciano,
Norman Johnson

Ying-Hao Wu-Kung Kuan
138 Lebarron Rd.
Hoosick Falls, NY 12090
(518) 686-7546
bill@paichia.com
www.paichia.com
Inst: William Luciano

The Pai FamilyMartial Arts Journal does not validate the authenticity or qualifications of the instructors listed above. We print this list to promote
communication and unity between the various Pai Family branches, schools and members. It is also to give potential students a starting place when
looking for an instructor. Anyone currently teaching a version of the Pai Family Martial Arts will be listed upon request.
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